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The CT-PPS project

CT-PPS is a joint CMS-TOTEM project

Detectors located in TOTEM horizontal roman pots (+ new dedicated ones) along the LHC 
beam line, at ±~200 m from the CMS interaction point

• two tracking stations and one timing station per side


Detects intact protons emerging from the IP and driven by LHC magnets in proximity of the 
proton beam ⟹ detectors approaching the beam at ~1 mm

Designed to operate continuously at standard LHC running conditions
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The CT-PPS physics program
Main target of the CT-PPS physics program is the study of Central Exclusive Production 
(CEP) processes, where both protons remain intact and get detected in the roman pots.

Electroweak physics (“γγ collider”)


• dilepton/diboson production: γγ → W+W–, l+l– ⟹ search for anomalous 
quartic gauge couplings (AQGC)


• search for SM-forbidden couplings: γγγγ, ZZγγ


QCD (“gg collider”)

• pQCD tests of exclusive production


• characterisation of gluon jets (small quark component)


Search for New Physics

• CEP of new resonances


• search for invisible decays
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An alternative method developed to dynamically determine the alignment of the CDF RP Spectrometer
at the Tevatron is also briefly described below. This is a self-consistent data-driven method, and it uses
an in-situ calibration to perform the alignment. It uses the fact that in the proximity of |t| = 0, the
|t|-distribution can be represented as d�/dt = Ne�b|t|, where N is an arbitrary normalization factor and
b the slope of the distribution. Alignment is achieved by seeking the maximum of the d�/dt distribution
at |t| = 0. The implementation of the alignment method consists of introducing software offsets in
the X and Y coordinates of the tracking detectors with respect to the physical beam-line position, and
iteratively adjusting them until a maximum for d�/dt at |t| = 0 (or of the dominant slope b) is found.
The (x, y) position for which this happens corresponds to that of the aligned tracking detector. This
method is limited by the size of the data sample, the detector resolution, and the variations of the beam
position during data taking. A resolution of ' 60 µm has been obtained at the Tevatron; for the LHC
beam optics and energy, and with the new CT-PPS detector resolution, the accuracy has not yet been
estimated. The method is discussed in detail in Ref. [14].

Relative alignment between the tracking and the timing stations is not discussed here. More details can
be found in Section 5.2.5.

2.8 Physics processes

Study of physics processes with forward protons may extend the physics reach of the LHC experiments.
Here, we consider two physics cases that address different issues: exclusive dijet and exclusive WW
production. These processes will allow us to investigate central exclusive production with both protons
measured in the mass region above 300 GeV, as well as to learn about rates, backgrounds, and operational
aspects of the forward detectors. Knowledge already gained in operating the TOTEM experiment during
Run 1, and the experience of the combined CMS-TOTEM data-taking will be used. The exclusive
dijets produced in gluon-gluon fusion will allow improving our understanding of the proton structure as
well as of the transition between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD. These jets are predicted to be
nearly 100% gluon jets with a small admixture of bb̄. The more rare high-energy two-photon exclusive
production of �� !WW will extend the possibility to study quartic gauge-couplings as well as to study
deviations from the expected WW mass spectrum due to possible new BSM physics. Schematic leading-
order diagrams of these two processes are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Leading order diagrams for exclusive dijet (left) and exclusive WW (right) production in pp
collisions.

2.8.1 Central exclusive dijet production

In exclusive dijet production both protons escape intact the hard interaction, and a two-jet system is
centrally produced, pp ! p0JJp0. Exclusive production may occur through a t-channel two-gluon ex-
change at leading order in perturbative QCD as shown schematically in Figure 24 (left). This process is
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Measuring the diphoton coupling of a 750 GeV resonance

S. Fichet and G. von Gersdor↵
ICTP-SAIFR, IFT, São Paulo State University, Brazil

C. Royon
Kansas University, Lawrence, USA and

Nuclear Physics Institute (PAN), Cracow, Poland

A slight excess has been observed in the first data of photon-photon events at the 13 TeV LHC,
that might be interpreted has a hint of physics beyond the Standard Model. We show that a
completely model-independent measurement of the photon-photon coupling of a putative 750 GeV
resonance will be possible using the forward proton detectors scheduled at ATLAS and CMS.

INTRODUCTION

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently per-
forming collisions at the unprecedented center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV. Its primary goal is the search for
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) of particle
physics. The most spectacular finding would be the ob-
servation of resonant production of new particles that
would show up as a bump in the invariant mass spec-
trum of certain observed final states.

The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have recently re-
ported a small excess over the expected diphoton mass
spectrum, in the first 13 TeV collisions recorded at the
LHC [1, 2]. The excess lies at an invariant mass of ap-
proximately ⇠ 750 GeV, with a decay width estimated
to �tot ⇠ 45 GeV by the experimental analyses. While
it is too early at this stage to know whether this excess
is real or if it is due to statistical fluctuations, it is im-
portant to discuss which particle beyond the SM might
explain the excess and how to test such hypotheses fur-
ther. Many suggestions have been recently proposed, see
Refs. [3–114].

In this letter we will work under the assumption that
the excess is due to a spin-0 resonance which we will de-
note by �. The next step is to pin down its properties,
in particular how it couples to SM fields. One possibility
is to investigate other potential decay channels, in par-
ticular decays into ZZ, Z� and W

+
W

� are generically
expected [24, 100]. On the other hand, as with the SM
Higgs boson, a lot of information could be obtained if one
were able to tag individual production modes. Most of
the recent literature has been focussing on gluon fusion
or quark fusion (see, e.g. [11]). Given that the resonance
has to have sizable couplings to photons, another possi-
bility is photon fusion [24, 25, 95, 110]. These produc-
tion modes are dominantly inelastic, as the protons are
destroyed in the collision, as depicted in Fig. 1.

In this letter we propose to measure directly the cou-
pling of the resonance to photons in the elastic scattering
process pp ! pp��, in which the colliding protons remain
intact. For this we have to consider the two diagrams in
Fig. 2. The first one is photon fusion, the second one

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the resonant inelastic
process pp ! ��X with gluon and quark fusion (above) and
photon fusion (below).

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the resonant elastic
process pp ! ��pp. The elastic gluon fusion process requires
an additional exchange of a virtual gluon.

is gluon fusion with an additional gluon exchange to en-
sure that no color is extracted from the proton. As will
be shown below, for any set of parameters explaining the
diphoton excess at 750 GeV, the second process will have
too small a cross section. In turn, using the former pro-
cess, namely elastic photon fusion, it will be possible to
directly measure the photon coupling to the resonance
with a precision that allows to access the theoretically
interesting parameter space. The experimental strategy
to suppress the dominant inelastic processes and thereby
allowing us to observe the elastic photon fusion process
is to demand the detection of intact protons in forward
detectors. In this way, a very clean sample of exclusive
di-photon production can be obtained, and requesting a
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Event signature

Events of interest characterised by distinct signature:

• two leading protons reconstructed on opposite sides of the IP;


• large rapidity gap between central system and leading protons (colour-singlet exchange);


• possibility to “close” the event by matching central system and leading protons kinematics
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Figure 2.5: Diffractive process classes and their cross-sections measured at Tevatron and estimated
for the LHC.
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Figure 3: A central diffractive three-jet event recorded by TOTEM and CMS in a �⇤ = 90m run at
p

s =
8 TeV. The upper part of the figure displays the central part of the event, as seen in CMS; the lower part
displays the proton information in the TOTEM Roman Pots.

for a unified description of this area of strong interaction physics, which has been elusive up to now, but
at low Q2 represents a large part of the inelastic pp cross section.

With 100 fb�1 of data in normal LHC high luminosity running, we can expect to reach M(jj, jjj) ⇠
700-800 GeV. The data sample collected will enable studies of the azimuthal difference �� between the
scattered protons, of the shape of the proton |t| distribution, and the overall cross section behaviour with
M(pp), providing a good test of different models [27, 28]. Results on the CT-PPS sensitivity to central
exclusive dijet production obtained from a detailed simulation are presented in Chapter 2.

1.2.4 Photoproduction

Single exclusive Z-production can happen only through photoproduction: �⇤ PI ! Z. Photoproduction
of vector mesons (⇢,�, J/ , (2S),⌥) has been studied extensively in ep at HERA, and more recently
in pp̄(p) at the Tevatron (CDF) [29] and the LHC [30]. The basic process is that a virtual photon radiated
from one proton fluctuates to a qq̄ pair, which scatters via PI exchange off the other proton and forms the
vector meson. The process for Z-photoproduction is similar: �⇤ ! qq̄ ! Z. The intermediate quark-
loop scatters via PI exchange off the other proton. The photon-emitting (Coulomb scattered) proton
will have small |t|, < 0.1 GeV2, and the other will have larger |t| values typical of strong diffractive
processes, . 0.5 GeV2. In this case, the Z-boson will have pT (Z) . 0.7 GeV, the leptons from Z !
`+`� will be almost back-to-back in azimuth, and the additional charged multiplicity on the dilepton
vertex will be small. Since M(X) & 300 GeV for CT-PPS we do not have acceptance for exclusive
Z production with both protons detected. If the Z is boosted (2 . |y(Z)| . 3) the proton in that
direction has larger ⇠ and comes into the CT-PPS acceptance. Without both protons measured we cannot
use missing mass, but pz(Z) determines both protons’ momenta if it is an exclusive event. For Z !
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Proton kinematics
Proton kinematics defined by:

• four-momentum transfer squared, t ≡ (pf – pi)2;


• fractional momentum loss, ξ ≡ (|pf| – |pi|)/|pi|


Proton acceptance in the detectors depends on the machine optics parameters:


Leading terms for “standard” LHC optics:


• x ≈ Dx(ξ) ξ


• y ≈ Ly(ξ) θy∗
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Proton acceptance
Mass and rapidity of the central system related to the protons ξ:

• M2X = sξ1ξ2;


• y = 1/2 ln(ξ1/ξ2)

⟹ powerful matching requirement

Proton acceptance depends on the machine optics 
(mainly Dx) and on minimum attainable distance of 
detectors from beam

In 2016, maximum acceptance (~30%) for  
MX ≈ 750 GeV
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Detector alignment
Procedure developed and used extensively by TOTEM

!7

Dedicated alignment fills (low luminosity)

• once per beam optics setting


1. detector approach to the edge of the 
scraped beam;


2. local alignment with 
overlapping vertical- 
horizontal detectors 
(minimise 
residuals)


3. alignment with 
respect to the 
beam from hit 
occupancy distributions

Physics fills

• each fill


• match x distribution with distribution from 
alignment fill

3.2 Physics fills 5

Finally, the alignment of CT–PPS with respect to the beam is performed, again with data from
the dedicated fill. A sample of several thousand elastic scattering events, pp ! pp, is used for
that purpose. The LHC optics causes the elastic hit distribution in any vertical RP to have an
elliptical shape centered on the beam position. This symmetry is exploited to determine the
position of the RP with respect to the beam.

The uncertainties in the results of the procedure just discussed are 5 mrad for rotations, 50 µm
for horizontal shifts, and 75 µm for vertical shifts.

3.2 Physics fills

Since the RPs move, and the beam position can change, the position of CT–PPS with respect
to the beam needs to be redetermined for each fill. The physics fills are characterized by high
intensity with only the horizontal RPs inserted at much larger distances (about 15 s) from the
beam than in the alignment fill, and therefore a different procedure is employed.

The horizontal alignment is based on the assumption that the scattered protons from a pp
collision at the IP have the same kinematic distributions in all fills. Given the stability of the
LHC conditions (RP positions, collimator setting, magnet currents, and beam orbit), this leads
to the spatial distributions of the track impact points observed in the RPs (Section 4.2). The
alignment is then achieved by matching these distributions from a physics fill to those from
the alignment fill. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4. For this method to work,
it is important to suppress the background due to secondary interactions taking place between
the IP and the RPs. To this end, the correlation between the coordinates of the horizontal hit
positions in the near and far RPs is used. The total uncertainty of the horizontal alignment is
about 150 µm.

CMS+TOTEM 2016,
p

s = 13 TeV
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Alignment fill

Physics fill:

Before alignment

After alignment

Figure 4: Distribution of the track impact points as a function of the horizontal coordinate
for the alignment fill (black points), a physics fill before alignment (blue points), and after
alignment (red points). The beam center is at x = 0 for the black and red points; the x axis
origin is undefined for the blue points. In the alignment procedure the overall normalization of
the histogram is irrelevant; the histograms from different fills are therefore rescaled to compare
their shapes.

The beam vertical position with respect to the sensors is determined by fitting a straight line

CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-001

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2256296
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Data taking in 2016 and 2017

Start of CT-PPS data taking advanced to 2016:

• TOTEM silicon strip detectors used for tracking;


• diamond detectors (developed for TOTEM) in timing stations


~15 fb–1 of data recorded with tracking roman pots inserted


2017: towards design detector configuration

• tracking: per each side, one station with silicon strips, one 

station with 3D silicon pixels;


• timing: per each side, one mixed diamond - silicon (UFSD) 
station


~40 fb–1 of data recorded with roman pots inserted

!8
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Tracking detectors
Silicon strips


• 10 planes per station of “edgeless” silicon 
strip detectors (5 ‘u’ + 5 ‘v’)


• pitch: 66 μm; track resolution: ~12 μm


• designed for low-luminosity running 
(TOTEM)

!9

Silicon pixels


• 6 planes per station of “slim-edge” silicon 
pixel detectors with 3D technology (tilted 
by ~18º)


• pixel size: 100 μm × 150 μm; track 
resolution ~20 μm


• designed for high-luminosity running 
⟹ multi-track capability
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Timing detectors

TOF measurement to reduce background from pileup (uncorrelated proton tracks)

• Ideally, desired resolution σt ≈ 20 ps ⟹ σz ≈ 4 mm


Common readout electronics
!10

Ultra-Fast Silicon Detectors


• 1 plane (in 2016) of UFSD, based 
on LGAD technology


• macro-pixels of varying size


• single-plane resolution in test beam: ~30 
ps


• R&D to improve radiation hardness

Diamond sensors


• 3 planes (4 in 2016) of CVD 
diamond sensors


• macro-pixels of varying size


• single-plane resolution: ~80 ps


• radiation hard

~10 cm
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Central dilepton production
Search for a centrally produced pair of oppositely charged leptons with forward proton tag

• photon-photon fusion process, never observed 

before


• test of theoretically clean exclusive cross section


• benchmark for similar searches of centrally 
produced high mass objects (e.g. W+W–)


Analysis performed on 9.4 fb–1 of data at 13 TeV collected in 2016 (only tracking)
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1

1 Introduction
Proton–proton collisions at the LHC provide for the first time the conditions to study the pro-
duction of particles with masses at the electroweak scale via photon–photon fusion [1, 2]. Al-
though the production of high-mass systems in photon–photon collisions has been observed
by the CMS and ATLAS experiments [3–5], no such measurement exists so far with the simul-
taneous detection of the scattered protons. This paper reports the measurement of the process
pp ! p`+`�p(⇤) in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV, where a pair of leptons (` = e, µ) with

mass m(`+`�) > 110 GeV is reconstructed in the central CMS apparatus, one of the protons
is detected in the CMS–TOTEM precision proton spectrometer (CT–PPS), and the second pro-
ton either remains intact or is excited and then dissociates into a low-mass state, indicated by
the symbol p⇤, and escapes undetected. Such a final state receives contributions from exclu-
sive, pp ! p`+`�p, and semiexclusive, pp ! p`+`�p⇤, processes (Fig. 1 left, and center).
Central exclusive dilepton production is interesting because deviations from the theoretically
well-known cross section may be an indication of new physics [6–8], whereas central semiex-
clusive processes constitute a background to the exclusive reaction when the final-state protons
are not measured.

(Semi)exclusive dilepton production has been previously studied at the Fermilab Tevatron and
at the CERN LHC, but at lower masses and never with a proton tag [9–14]. In this paper,
forward protons are reconstructed in CT–PPS, a near-beam magnetic spectrometer that uses
the LHC magnets between the CMS interaction point (IP) and detectors in the TOTEM area
about 210 m away on both sides of the IP [15]. Protons that have lost a small fraction of their
momentum are bent out of the beam envelope, and their trajectories are measured.

Central dilepton production is dominated by the diagrams shown in Fig. 1, in which both
protons radiate quasi-real photons that interact and produce the two leptons in a t-channel
process. The left and center diagrams result in at least one intact final-state proton, and are
considered as signal in this analysis. The CT–PPS acceptance for detecting both protons in
“exclusive” pp ! p`+`�p events (the left diagram) starts only above m(`+`�) ⇡ 400 GeV,
where the standard model cross section is small. By selecting events with only a single tagged
proton, the sample contains a mixture of lower mass exclusive and single-dissociation (pp !
p`+`�p⇤, “semiexclusive”) processes with higher cross sections. The right diagram of Fig. 1 is
considered background, and contributes if a proton from the diffractive dissociation is detected,
or if a particle detected in CT–PPS from another interaction in the same bunch crossing (pileup),
or from beam-induced background is wrongly associated with the dilepton system. A pair of
leptons from a Drell–Yan process can also mimic a signal event if detected in combination with
a pileup proton.
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Figure 1: Production of lepton pairs by gg fusion. The exclusive (left), single proton dissoci-
ation or semiexclusive (middle), and double proton dissociation (right) topologies are shown.
The left and middle processes result in at least one intact final-state proton, and are considered
signal in this analysis. The rightmost diagram is considered to be a background process.Background 

(in coincidence with unrelated proton from 
pileup or beam background)

• double dissociation (DD)


• inclusive Drell-Yan processes: 
pp → γ∗Z∗ → l+l– + X

Signal

• central exclusive production: small cross 

section for CT-PPS central mass range 
(m(l+l–) ≳ 400 GeV)


• single dissociation (SD): broader ξ range
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Event selection
Dilepton selection:

• Trigger: two muons (electrons) with pT > 38 (33) GeV


• Dilepton vertex consistent with primary interaction


• “Good” leptons with pT > 50 GeV and opposite charge


• Combined selection on distance of closest track 
to vertex and acoplanarity a = 1 - |Δ𝜙(l+l–)|/π 

• m(l+l–) > 110 GeV


Matching of central and proton kinematics:

• at least one proton track


• ξ from central system: 

(exact for exclusive, mostly within resolution for single dissociation events)


• signal region defined by ξ(l+l–) - ξ(p) match within 2σ
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ξ(�+��) =
1�
s

�
pT(�+)e±η(�+) + pT(��)e±η(��)

�
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Background estimate
Background mostly due to Drell-Yan or double dissociation events with unrelated proton 
track from pileup or beam background

• mostly data-driven estimate


⟹ 5.1 σ excess over background

• no events with matching protons in 

both arms


First observation of proton-tagged γγ 
collisions at the electroweak scale
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Contribution After 
preselection

After kinematic 
match

Muons

Drell-Yan 11.36 ± 0.18 1.38 ± 0.06
DD 1.17 ± 0.02 0.108 ± 0.005

Total 12.52 ± 0.18 1.49 ± 0.07
Observed 17 12

Electrons

Drell-Yan 12.33 ± 0.19 2.30 ± 0.09
DD 0.56 ± 0.01 0.067 ± 0.003

Total 12.89 ± 0.18 2.36 ± 0.09
Observed 23 8 arXiv:1803.04496 [hep-ex]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.04496
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2256296
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Kinematics of signal events
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sector 45 sector 56

ξ(l+l–) out of proton acceptance
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CT-PPS data taking in 2018
Tracking

All stations equipped with 3D silicon pixel detectors (2 per side)

• Silicon strips still equipping TOTEM vertical pots, for TOTEM low luminosity 

physic program and for alignment


• Planned upgrade with internal movement system, to better distribute 
radiation damage


Timing

Stations equipped with diamond and double-diamond detector layers 
(1 station per side)

• larger signal expected ⟹ faster rise time


LHC “dynamic” beam settings

Will have to deal with luminosity levelling through multi-step β∗ and crossing angle tuning
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Double diamond Principle 

Double diamond idea: if the pad area 
is small enough we can get twice the 
signal (with the same risetime) of a 
single layer: 

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/
10.1088/1748-0221/12/03/P03026/pdf 

Chosen pixel configuration 
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Summary and plans
CT-PPS has demonstrated the feasibility of studying forward proton-tagged events at high 
luminosity

First observation of central (semi)exclusive production of high mass lepton pairs


Several analyses currently ongoing or starting on 2016+2017 data

• central production of γγ, WW, ZZ, γZ, tt
̅

Total data sample of ~100 fb–1 expected for Run 2 (2016-2018)


Currently considering prospects to extend data taking in Run 3

• goal: ~300 fb–1
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